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SC 787 BOWLING Green Industrial Foundation – Bowling Green, Kentucky

1 folder. 19 items. 1940, 1943. Originals and photocopies.

1985.184.1

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC 787 BOWLING Green Industrial Foundation – Bowling Green, Kentucky

Promissory note, signed 1 April 1940, by Emmons O. Pearson, Jr., and stock certificate issued by Bowling Green Industrial Foundation, 13 May 1943, to Pearson (1 share). Also included are newspaper clippings about the Bowling Green Industrial Foundation and its plans concerning building and highway constructions.

1 folder. 19 items. Originals and photocopies.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Industrial development
Industry – Bowling Green Industrial Foundation
Pearson, Emmons Orville, Jr., 1917-2004
Road construction
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